KILTY INAFUKU
Yoga Educator. Life Learner. Authentic Human.

About

Kilty

Kilty is an environmental engineer turned yoga teacher.
She teaches a strong vinyasa-based class with a large
emphasis on self awareness. She shares yogic teachings
by encouraging awareness of physical sensations,
mental patterns, and emotional responses.
Kilty currently leads yoga retreats around the world and
teaches private and public classes and workshops on
the island of O'ahu. She is an Ambassador for Lululemon
and is core faculty for the 200hr Yoga Teacher Training
with Hawaii Yoga Institute.

Current

Offerings

All workshops and intensives provide a balance between theory
and practice as well as group discussion and individual
reflection. These components encourage content retention so
that all attendees can develop deductive thinking and an ability
to apply the theory in their own practice. Kilty's current
workshop offerings are listed below:

HANDS UP FOR HANDS-ON ADJUSTMENTS

The power of human touch is undeniable, especially hands-on
adjustments. We will observe, practice (a lot), and talk about
what works with different bodies. Learn to create intentional
touch while assisting yoga postures for others and use healthy
body mechanics for yourself. This can range from a 3-hour
workshop to a 2-day intensive.

THREADING IT TOGETHER

In Sanskrit, "sutra" means "string" or "thread." In this workshop, we
look at Patanjali's Yoga Sutras and see how they thread together with
the physical postures, which is just a tiny window into the practice of
Yoga. After individual work and group discussion, you will be led
through a strong vinyasa flow and meditation that invites you to put
select sutras to practice.

THE ART OF ALIGNMENT

While we know that yoga isn't about what postures looks like,
wouldn't it be helpful to SEE your body alignment? This workshop
takes a unique before/after photo approach to distinguish
elements of several postures that can affect how you practice
yoga on the mat, which inevitably translates off the mat . We aim
to heighten physical awareness in this embodied practice.
Kilty is also available to guest teach a 60-90 minute practice that
offers an uplifting, purposeful, and thought-provoking message
through challenging, intelligent, vinyasa sequencing. The practice is
complemented by a well-curated instrumental playlist. Definitely
expect to leave the mat with sweat and smiles.

Audio

Classes

Stream classes with Kilty for 7 days FREE.
Visit www.MoveWith.com/join/Kilty.

"Loved her pace and cadence and the challenges she added in
as she built on the poses"
Lauren G.
"A great challenge, but very soothing. My spine feels like butter!"
Julia I.
"Kilty is great! I like her mix of clear directives and theory with
meditative reflections. Loved the repeated flows, it felt good to
get deeper and stronger in each pose"
Michelle C.

"Amazing energy and vibes throughout
the entire workshop. You can tell how
genuine she is and compassionate
about sharing this amazing practice. I
will definitely sign up for the next one."
"I came up to you after class
today to thank you for your
wonderful teachings and got a
little emotional. The savasana
talk gave me all the feels and I
truly did feel inspired. So thank
you. Thank you for all of your
wonderful classes in the last 2
months. I have gotten so much
out of the hour with you. I am
really going to miss them when I
go home. You are truly a
wonderful teacher, and I aspire
to touch people’s lives like you
do as a yoga teacher. Thank you!"
Emlia, Paumalu Yoga

Anonymous, Power Yoga Hawaii

Connect

With

Kilty

Interested in hosting Kilty at your studio? Or
working with her on a brand collaboration?
Contact Krista Lettko for all pricing options and
booking inquires at krista@authenticaudience.co.
For more information about Kilty, weekly
teaching schedule, and upcoming events, you
can visit www.KILTYYOGA.com

